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The response of an F-actin network at the air-buffer interface to nonlinear compression is studied. We

observe two distinct classes of behavior: a mechanically induced structural reorganization of the

monolayer and a subsequent reversible, nonlinear mechanical response. Measurements of pressure

area isotherms, bulk modulus, and the epifluorescence microscopy of tracer beads provide evidence

that an initial structural reorganization occurs that corresponds to the mechanically induced

formation of bundles of actin. Once a steady state structure is formed, subsequent compressions

exhibit four distinct regimes as a function of decreasing total area: a low density fragile network,

a relatively uniform film of cross-linked bundles, a region characterized by a buckling instability, and

finally, a close packed region. Evidence for the distinct regions comes from the epifluorescence

microscopy of tracer beads and measurements of the bulk modulus. Key features of the dynamics

include domain rearrangements in the fragile network and an irregular, jerk-like motion during the

buckling transition.
1 Introduction

Cells generate and respond to mechanical stress in situations

ranging from locomotion to division to apoptosis.1 It is well

known that the chemically heterogeneous and spatially complex

network of biopolymer filaments, along with associated cross-

linking and motor proteins collectively make up the cytoskel-

eton, which is the source of both cellular mechanics and force

generation. Our understanding of the fundamental mechanics of

this active biopolymer network remains in its infancy. The

reasons for this are clear. The mechanics of the physiological

cytoskeleton relies on the complex interplay of cross-linking,

molecular motor activity (e.g. myosin), and the polymerization/

depolymerization of filamentous actin (F-actin), microtubules,

and intermediate filaments. These processes, in turn, are subject

to complex biochemical feedback so that the living cell may

respond to external mechanical perturbations. Conversely,

interference with the dynamics of the cytoskeleton is known to

impact the morphology of cells and the mechanics of the tissues

they form.2,3

In this article we explore the mechanics of a highly simplified

model system that captures at least some of the principal struc-

tural features of cytoskeletal networks. We report on a series of
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experiments that probe the nonlinear mechanics of compressed

networks of F-actin associated with the air/water interface in

a Langmuir trough. F-actin4 as well as other proteins5– 8 have

been shown to adsorb to the surface to form a film. It is thus

possible to self-assemble networks of filamentous actin at this

interface, thereby building what are essentially two dimensional

semiflexible films. F-actin is the predominant protein constituent

of the cytoskeleton so the study of the mechanics of cross-linked

networks of such filaments is a necessary prelude to the devel-

opment of more complete theories on the mechanics of the

cytoskeleton. The restriction of the system to effectively two

dimensions provides the opportunity to use video microscopy to

directly image the deformation field of this elastic network at

controlled mechanical loadings. The self-assembly of the F-actin

networks is now well understood and the geometry and

mechanical properties of individual actin filaments have been

quantitatively characterized. In the appropriate buffer solution,

monomeric G-actin polymerizes to form semiflexible9,10 filaments

(F-actin) with lengths L z 4–20 mm11 and a diameter of D z
8 nm. These filaments have a thermal persistence length lp z
17 mm,11,12 which is longer than the typical filament length and

significantly longer than the mesh size of the F-actin networks

that we study. Although the collective mechanical response of

these networks have been intensively studied both in three

dimensional or space filling networks,13–21 and (as we do) in thin

films either at an air/water interface or mechanically coupled to

lipid bilayers22–25 or monolayers,26 our understanding of these

semiflexible networks remains incomplete. Understanding this

system is not only important in terms of addressing basic
Soft Matter, 2011, 7, 7851–7859 | 7851
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biophysical questions alluded to above, but also directly informs

fundamental questions on the physics of semiflexible filament

networks.14,27,28

There is extensive literature on the mechanics/rheology of

F-actin networks. While it is not the purpose of this article to

review the field, we point out key results of previous experimental

and theoretical work of relevance to our experiments. A signifi-

cant effort has been devoted to understanding the frequency-

dependent linear shear response of semiflexible gels. Such

measurements have illuminated their fundamental physics,

showing that their high frequency response can be understood in

terms of single filament dynamics in thermal equilibrium14 and

exploring how the low frequency collective elastic response of the

network depends on the network density and is affected by e.g.

filament bundling.18,29–32 This work also suggested important

strain hardening nonlinearities, which have been observed in in

vitro experiments33–36 for F-actin and in a variety of biopolymer

networks. Such nonlinearities are essential for understanding the

mechanics of living cells.37–41 These results, however, do not form

a complete description of the mechanics of semiflexible networks.

Upon decreasing the density of cross-linkers, there is a mechan-

ical cross-over between stiff networks having a strongly strain-

hardening regime at small strains30,31 as discussed above, and

anomalously soft networks whose elastic response is linear out to

large deformations. This mechanical cross-over has been inter-

preted in terms of the nonaffine to affine cross-over.42–44 Based on

the recent theoretical work of Missel et al.,44 we expect to observe

new elastic nonlinearities in the nonaffine regime of aligned (i.e.

nematically ordered) networks due to filament and bundle

buckling. This collective Euler buckling phenomenon is pre-

dicted to lead to strain softening at remarkably small strains in

nematically aligned networks.44

Here we report on the nonlinear mechanics of semiflexible

networks, albeit in a thin film geometry and under compression

instead of shear.4 By using compressive instead of shear loading,

we hope to more directly access the nonlinear elastic regime

associated with Euler buckling. We do indeed observe elastic

nonlinearities, which we attribute to two separate underlying

causes: the evolution of a network structure with an applied load

and the inherent elastic nonlinearities of the constituent fila-

ments. Under the first cycles of compression and re-expansion of

the film, the microstructure of network evolves irreversibly. We

will argue that this evolution is consistent with filament align-

ment and the irreversible formation of F-actin bundles during

these initial compression cycles.45–48 After �10 such cycles of

compression and re-expansion, the mechanical behavior of the

film becomes highly repeatable, consistent with the arrest of

further microstructural evolution or aging of the network. At this

point we still observe, at sufficiently high compression, an elastic

nonlinearity: a softening of the area modulus of the network

which we attribute to Euler buckling of the constituent filaments

and bundles.49

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In section

2 we report our experimental protocol for assembling a cross-

linked F-actin thin film associated with the air/water interface in

a Langmuir trough and for the measurement of the area modulus

and strain field under uniformly imposed compression. While

this experimental system is intended to provide a highly simpli-

fied model of cytoskeletal networks, we acknowledge that this
7852 | Soft Matter, 2011, 7, 7851–7859
lower dimensional system does not reflect either the complex

chemistry or the three dimensional geometry of the cellular

cytoskeleton. We believe, however, that it provides an excellent

experimental model with which to explore the nonlinear

mechanics of semiflexible networks and thus address some of the

central physical questions underlying cellular mechanics. This

geometry provides significant advantages. The coupling of the

thin film network to the air/water interface of the Langmuir

trough allows for the application of uniform compressive stress

in a network that remains locally flat. In addition, the entire

deformation field may be directly imaged at one time. Being able

to monitor the displacements of multiple tracers all in the image

plane of the microscope allows for particle image velocimetry

measurements of the evolving deformation field, which, as we

show below, support our interpretation of the observed strain

softening in terms of multiple buckling events. Turning to section

3, we report our measurements of the mechanics and strain field

in the four main mechanical regimes of the network as a function

of film compression. In order of decreasing area we observe

a dilute phase whose dynamics can be interpreted in terms of the

breaking and reorganization of weakly connected patches of

a cross-linked filamentous network. Following what we interpret

as the jamming of these patches, we observe an elastic regime

characterized by a spatially and temporally uniform displace-

ment field (under continuous slow compression) and an area

modulus that increases with decreasing area. We understand this

regime in terms of the formation of a system-spanning network

of F-actin filaments and bundles, whose elastic response is

determined by filament bending. At still higher compressions, we

observe a regime in which the displacement field becomes

disorganized spatially and temporally and where the compres-

sion modulus softens with increasing strain. These features are

consistent with an Euler buckling regime. Finally, we encounter

a reentrant phase of strain hardening at the highest area densi-

ties. We then present our conclusions in section 4 where we

discuss the implications of these experiments for future theoret-

ical work and more sensitive microrheological measurements.
2 Materials and methods

Actin and biotin actin obtained from rabbit skeletal muscle are

purchased from Cytoskeleton Inc. Each sample is reconstituted

to a concentration of 10 mg mL�1 with ultra-pure water with

a resistivity of 18.2 MU cm�1 from a Millipore Milli-Q system.

Solutions are stored at 4�C for use within one week. Added to

G-actin are biotin labelled actin monomers to make a ratio of

G-actin to biotin of 100 : 2. To polymerize, 30 mL of recon-

stituted actin is added to a buffer of 55 mL (2 mM tris/tris-HCl,

0.2 mM ATP, 3 mM MgCl2 and 0.2 mM CaCl2) then shaken for

2 min to completely mix the solution. Once mixed, the solution is

transferred to a Langmuir trough where it continues polymer-

izing. After 30 min, streptavidin (Invitrogen) at a concentration

of 4 mg mL�1 is added to cross-link the biotin sites on actin

filaments, then the solution is allowed to sit for another 30 min.

On the time scale of our experiment, these cross-links perma-

nently bind biotin sites on the actin filaments.25 The biotin

streptavidin cross-links are mechanically incompliant and do not

cause observable bundling, as demonstrated by control experi-

ments in which the network was cross-linked and observed
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011



Fig. 1 (color online). The surface of actin in a compressed state from

a macroscopic view (scale bar¼ 1 cm). A mercury lamp with a green filter

acts as the excitation lamp. Beads in the actin are highly fluorescent and

visible in the photograph. It is supposed that these beads sit in bundles of

the actin network.

Fig. 2 The surface of an actin solution with 1 mm diameter fluorescent

polystyrene beads embedded as tracer particles. Each image is 2.0 mm in

width. The beads appear to bind to relatively dense actin structures,

causing the patterns shown in each image. The left-most image was taken

before any compression began. The right-most image shows a typical

structure seen after compression, in which the barriers compress the layer

inward from the left and right sides. From the images it is evident that

surface actin which has been compressed has a clear orientational pref-

erence perpendicular to the compressive direction.
without cyclic compression. In that case, no bundling was

observed. Sulfate-coated, red fluorescent polystyrene beads of

1 mm diameter (Invitrogen) dissolved by a factor of 1/100 in

a solution of 50% water and 50% isopropanol are then spread

across the surface. A period of 15 min is allowed for the iso-

propanol to evaporate. It is not possible to precisely determine

the amount of actin at the surface and the thickness of that actin

surface layer using this procedure, thus we report our results in

terms of the absolute area of the trough and the surface pressure.

The surface pressure provides a direct measure of the effective

actin surface density. Tracking surface pressure as a function of

area allows us to detect changes in the relative density with each

compression.

The polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) Langmuir trough (Nima

model 102M) consists of two PTFE barriers that symmetrically

compress and expand the trough area during the isotherm cycle.

Each individual barrier during the isotherm cycle is held at

a constant speed of 0.179 mm s�1 (for an area change of 15 cm2

min�1) by the commercial control software provided by Nima.

F-actin networks are deposited with the barriers fully expanded

to 79cm2 and are compressed to a minimum area of 18cm2 after

waiting the period stated previously. Throughout the isotherm

cycles, the surface pressure is measured by a tensiometer (Nima

NS 6000) via the hanging Whilhelmy plate method. Measure-

ments of the trough area and surface pressure are then saved by

the Nima control software for future analysis.

One characterization of the rigidity of a quasi-2-dimensional

material is the surface dilational modulus.50 In analogy to the

bulk modulus of a 3-dimensional material, it is defined by

K ¼ �A
dP

dA
; (1)

where A is the surface area and P the surface pressure. At finite

frequency this modulus is generally a complex quantity where the

real and imaginary parts reflect the elastic (reactive) and dissi-

pative parts of the material’s response to applied load.51 In our

experiments, we examine only the essentially zero frequency

elastic response of the system to compression, finding the dila-

tional modulus along an isotherm rather than using small

amplitude oscillation data to measure the complex modulus. The

derivative of the surface pressure is calculated with the central

difference method.

Fluorescent beads attached to the surface material allow the

motion of each segment of the film to be tracked. Short exposure

times can be used to provide good spatial resolution since the

beads are highly fluorescent. Fig. 1 shows an image of the tracer

beads attached to the actin between the barriers of the Langmuir

trough. Beads embedded in the F-actin network at the surface

were imaged by an Olympus BX60MF5 microscope with a fluo-

rescent cube (excitation filter: wide-band blue 450–480 nm; long

pass barrier filter: 515 nm). A CCD camera (Hamamatsu C8484-

05G) images the field at a frame rate up to 30 fps. Given the rate

of compression used, we found that a frame rate of 16 fps was

generally sufficient to capture all but the fastest dynamics—the

jerks discussed below. Three objectives with magnifications of

10�, 20� and 50� were used. These generated image widths

range from 2 mm at 10� to 400 mm at 50�. Videos are all taken

at 10�magnification, which allowed us to observe the strain field

at scales of 150 mm. Displacement data was extracted from the
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
video using a custom MATLAB program to determine the most

strongly fluorescent structure in each image and then track the

position of that structure in subsequent video frames. A

Gaussian subpixel fit is used to locate these features, and thus the

motion between the two frames, to within about 1/10 of a pixel,

or about 300 nm. The derivatives of the velocity between frames

are then used to calculate the acceleration in each frame. Jerks

(discussed below) are defined by accelerations exceeding an

arbitrary threshold value of 500 mm s�2. Two images of the

surface, showing the tracer beads are shown in Fig. 2. These

images are presented so that the barriers move inward from the

left and right upon compression. The left image was obtained in

the expanded phase of the film before any compressive loading;

the one on the right was taken in a compressed state. We observe

generally that in the initial state, the beads are distributed

randomly across the surface, but after a full compression, they
Soft Matter, 2011, 7, 7851–7859 | 7853



begin to cluster in linear patterns, most often perpendicular to

the direction of compression (the up/down orientation in Fig. 2).

Upon expansion, the bundles evenly pull apart while maintaining

their linear orientation. The images show that actin appears to

form clusters of bundles, which are scattered across the surface,

often connected by long, thin fibers.

Using these images of the beads’ displacements under the

compressive loading, one has access to the displacement

dynamics of the film using standard particle image velocimetry.

Image series are saved at a frame rate of 16 fps for analysis during

the isotherm cycles. By cropping a small segment (50 �
100 pixels2) of each image which contains a relatively high

concentration of beads and correlating it with subsequent

images, the motion between frames is determined. By finding the

peak in the correlation, the velocity between frames is found. The

technique of correlating positions in small regions of the images

ignores the motion in the rest of the image (672 � 512 pixels2).

However, even considering the rest of the objects in the image,

the small region method produces nearly identical results.
3 Results

3.1 Initial mechanical changes imply structural reorganization

We first report on the observation of irreversible mechanical

changes observed under the first few expansion/compression

cycles of the F-actin film. Evidently, the F-actin film, as spread,

evolves under the applied load to a new and stable state.

Following this discussion, we turn to the reversible mechanical

transitions observed as a function of compression in each

subsequent cycle. To identify both the transient and steady-state

mechanical regimes, we begin with our measurement of the area

pressure and, from that data, the surface dilation, or
Fig. 3 (color online). Surface pressure plotted against the trough area

for compression cycles 1 (black stars), 4 (red squares), 7 (green circles)

and 10 (blue triangles). The downward pointing black arrow indicates the

increasing cycle number. Measured by the Whilhelmy plate method, the

increase in surface pressure upon compression shows that actin adsorbs

to the air-buffer interface. Note that the isotherm converges onto

a repeatable curve after only a few cycles, showing that after these cycles,

any structural changes the actin experiences are reversible.
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equivalently, the area compression modulus of the film as defined

by eqn (1). Having presented this data, we quantitatively examine

features of the observed displacement field in order to under-

stand the nature of the observed mechanical transitions.

In Fig. 3 we show the evolution of the pressure area isotherms

(obtained using the Whilhelmy plate method at a given film

area—see previous section) beginning with the initial spread of

the F-actin film (black stars) along with analogous measurements

taken on subsequent cycles of compression/expansion. At any

given area, the surface pressure decreases monotonically with an

increasing number of loading cycles, as indicated by the black

arrow at the right of the figure. By the seventh such cycle (green

circles) the material’s isotherm has reached a steady-state, as can

be confirmed by noting that the seventh isotherm is indistin-

guishable from the tenth (blue triangles). In fact, it is clear from

the figure that the most significant mechanical modification

occurs on the first two to four cycles; for the sample shown in the

figure and for all samples studied, we observed no measurable

change in the film’s mechanics after the tenth expansion/

compression cycle. Samples aged under ten compressive loading

unloading cycles will hereafter be referred to as steady-state films

and may be assumed to have entirely reversible mechanics up to

the higher compressive loads studied. Nowhere do we observe

a regime in which the area pressure scales with area as expected

for an ideal gas: P � 1/A. The mechanics of the film are instead

consistent with an elastic sheet, suggesting that the surface dila-

tional modulus primarily reflects the deformation energy of the

filament network rather than the purely entropic response of

a low density gas. We cannot rule out a subdominant entropic
Fig. 4 (color online). The surface dilational modulus calculated from

surface pressure measurements during isothermal compression.

Compressions 1 (black), 2 (red) and 3 (green) show the trend of the actin

film to harden at small areas and soften at large areas. In these initial

three compressions, the actin clearly has a structural change, which we

presume is bundling of filaments. The repeatability in the rest of the cycles

(4–10) shows that the structure of the film has converged to a steady state

configuration. In addition, we divide the plot into three regions. After the

first few cycles, in Region C, the actin forms a loosely connected network

of denser patches of material. In Region B, the actin forms a relatively

uniform network. In Region A, the actin is in a highly compressed state in

which we presume fibers are in a close packed configuration.

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011



Fig. 6 (color online). a.) Pressure-area isothermal measurements during

small oscillations in a region between 50 and 60 cm2. Prior to these data,

the barriers did not compress the film to this area region. Ten compres-

sion cycles are shown with each successive pressure-area curve falling

below the previous curve. An arrow indicates the progression of cycles.

The pressure drop likely results from a decrease in the film coverage of the

surface, likely due to bundling of actin filaments. b.) Surface dilational

modulus of the same system. Again, the arrow indicates the progression

of cycles. The increase of the surface dilational modulus with each

compression cycle is evidence of strain hardening. The bundling of fila-

ments may be responsible for the increased stiffness. The average of the

pressure and modulus in each cycle is taken between the vertical black
contribution to this modulus coming from either the un-cross-

linked F-actin segments or the monomeric G-actin adsorbed at

the air/water interface.52

We examine these pressure area isotherms more closely in

Fig. 4, where we compute the surface dilational modulus as

a function of the film area—see eqn (1). Once again we show data

from the initial (black) and subsequent compression cycles. The

second (red), third (green) cycles show the continued evolution of

the mechanics of the film, indicating structural rearrangements

induced by these cycles of compression. The remaining cycles

shown (fourth through tenth) have converged to the steady-state

film mechanics. In order to quantitatively determine where in the

compression cycle the irreversible changes occur, we broke up

a full cycle into four regimes. As also labelled in Fig. 4, these area

regimes listed in order of decreasing film area are: (C) 79 to

74 cm2, (B2) 60 to 50 cm2, (B1) 50 to 30 cm2, and (A) 30 to 20 cm2.

All films discussed here were formed at the most expanded

trough area of 79 cm2. The vertical red bars in the figure do not

correspond to these divisions, but rather denote areas at which

the nonlinear mechanics of the steady-state film changes

abruptly, which will be discussed below.

Starting from the film as it is initially prepared, we performed

a single compression to the area at the upper end of a given area

regime and then performed small loading/unloading cycles from

that area in order to see at which compression the film’s

mechanics began to change irreversibly. For example, to study

the evolution of the material during the restricted set of loading

cycles corresponding to region B2, we compressed the film to

60 cm2 and then cycled the area between 60 and 50 cm2.

Fig. 5 and 6 show the pressure area isotherms over the

course of a few of these restricted loading cycles, beginning

with film in its initial state as formed. In Fig. 5, we show small

compression cycles starting from the initial area of the films,

i.e. regime C. In the latter we explore small compression cycles

about a film that has first been compressed into regime B2. In
Fig. 5 (color online). Pressure-area isothermal measurements during

small oscillations in the most expanded region, 74 to 79 cm2. No

compressions had taken place prior this data. The plot shows five

compression cycles, all of which lie nearly on top of each other. The

reversibility of the system shows that very little if any mechanical rear-

rangement occurs in this region.

lines and is shown in Fig. 7.

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
region C, shown in Fig. 5 we see that the film, as initially

prepared, remains reversible under the loading cycles taking

the area from 79 cm2 to 74 cm2 and back. Both the surface

pressure and the dilation modulus remain unchanged. We

conclude that there is no modification of the network structure

and no F-actin is lost from the surface during these small

compressions.

Only after reaching compressions corresponding to the regime

B2, do we observe irreversible evolution of the film’s mechanics

under repeated small loading/unloading cycles. In the data

shown in Fig. 6 we note that the area pressure decreases mono-

tonically to its steady-state value (upper panel) and the surface

dilation modulus increases monotonically. These changes are

highlighted in Fig. 7, where we plot the change in surface pres-

sure and dilation modulus as a function of the cycle number of

a fixed area of the trough.

Any explanation of these effects must account for both an

increased stiffness of the monolayer (typically associated with

either more cross-linkers or thicker fibers) and a decrease in the

surface pressure (typically associated with a lower density of

surface active material). The most parsimonious explanation of

both of these effects is the role of compression in driving
Soft Matter, 2011, 7, 7851–7859 | 7855



Fig. 7 The surface dilational modulus (squares) and surface pressure

(triangles) presented in Fig. 6 are averaged in a 2 cm2 window from 52–54

cm2 and plotted against the compression cycle number. With each

subsequent compression cycle, the surface pressure drops, indicating

a loss of material from the surface. Concurrently, the surface dilational

modulus rises with each cycle.
previously un-cross-linked actin filaments into the elastic

network, which then form bundles. The requisite attractive

interactions between the filaments may be van der Waals forces

between the filaments or be mediated by divalent counter ions,

e.g. the Mg2+ in solution. Bundling certainly leads to an increase

in the modulus due to the increase in the bending energy of the

individual filaments, and the removal of un-cross-linked material

reduces the density of surface active elements.

We expect the elastic contribution to the modulus to be

proportional to both the bending modulus of the individual

filaments k and the density of the cross-linked network r: K� rk.

Assuming the filament bundles are tightly bound, we may infer

the change in bending modulus with bundle size as follows. An

elastic rod of radius a has a bending modulus that scales as k �
a4.53 Written in terms of the cross-sectional area of the bundle A,

this is k� A2. This area, in turn, is proportional to the number of

filaments in a typical bundle p. Thus, if the extra filaments

necessary to form the bundle come from a reservoir of free fila-

ments (or filament fragments, i.e. short F-actin filaments) at the

surface, we expect the dilation modulus to depend on the

bundling parameter p, the mean number of filaments in a bundle

is K � k0r0p
2, where k0 and r0 are the bending modulus of an

individual F-actin filament and the density of their cross-linked

network, respectively. We define the elastic contribution to the

modulus of the initially undisturbed network as K0 ¼ k0r0. If, on

the other hand, the extra filaments that bundle were formerly

attached in the cross-linked network (presumably weakly), then

the network density decreases due to bundling as r � r0/p so that

in this case we expect K � K0p. Given the observed reduction of

the surface pressure that occurs simultaneously with the

increasing modulus, we imagine that there is some loss of free,

surface active material, either in oligomeric or monomeric form

and that some combination of these two effects is operative. Thus

we expect the dependence of the dilatational modulus on the

bundling parameter to take the form
7856 | Soft Matter, 2011, 7, 7851–7859
K � K0p
a (2)

where 1 < a < 2. In the above analysis we neglect the entropic

contribution to the modulus, which, based on our area pressure

isotherms, must be subdominant. In ongoing work we are

searching for direct evidence of bundling with AFM measure-

ments of filament networks transferred from the interface to

a solid substrate. This will provide direct confirmation of bundles

and their density. We now turn to the analysis of the nonlinear

mechanics of the film in its steady state which presumably

consists of a network of irreversibly bundled actin filaments.
3.2 The nonlinear mechanics of the steady-state film

We turn back to Fig. 4, but now concentrating only on the data

corresponding to the steady-state film (compression cycles four

through ten). The magnitude of the modulus agrees with what

has been measured by others.4 Additionally, we observe a peak in

the modulus at an area of 50 cm2; such a feature has previously

been reported by Gicquaud et al.4 in two dimensional F-actin

networks under compression.

In an effort to further classify the compression behavior, we

divide, as before, the measurement into three ranges of trough

area. The three distinct regions are separated by vertical red bars

in Fig. 4. Region C is the most dilute, here the modulus decreases

with decreasing area. In region B, the modulus begins to increase

with decreasing area, reaching a peak in the middle of this zone

before declining again under further compression. Finally, region

A is the most compressed and is characterized by a steep rise in

the modulus. Using this mechanical data along with observations

of the displacement field of the network under compression, we

examine each region below, moving from the most dilute (C) to

the most compressed (A).

Region C. The observed decrease in the network’s modulus in

this most dilute regime suggests that stress bearing structures in

this regime are breaking under compression and reversibly

reforming under dilatation. This is a reasonable consequence of

the bundling hypothesis explored above in terms of the initial

irreversible evolution of the system. The initial network formed

at these large trough areas clearly formed a stress bearing

network to provide the initial elastic modulus. The steady-state

bundled network necessarily has a higher actin density at these

larger areas and perhaps forms weakly coupled patches of denser

elastic networks. The observed softening of the system under

compression may then reflect the breaking and rearrangement of

these patches.

To support this contention, we observed the displacement field

(visualized by tracers—see Materials and Methods) in region C.

Under a symmetric biaxial compression, a uniform monolayer is

expected to move parallel to the compression direction.

However, if the system is comprised of domains, one would

expect relative domain motions in a range of directions as the

domains collide and/or move around each other. Only at these

large trough areas do we observe large scale motions of tracers

that are not along the compression axis. More precisely, we

measured the mean angle of the displacement of material relative

to the compression direction averaging over regions of 3 cm2.

This data is shown in Fig. 8, where we plot the absolute value of
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Fig. 8 (color online). The angular motion of the actin layer is tracked

with particle image velocimetry (PIV). Here, the absolute value of the

angles are plotted for the first five isothermal compressions in an exper-

iment. The symbols for each cycle are, in progressive order, black stars,

red squares, green circles, dark blue triangles, and light blue diamonds.

For a homogeneous quasi-2-dimensional sheet, the motion of the

tracking beads should be parallel to the direction of compression. In the

initial compression (black stars), the beads move in a manner consistent

with that of a homogeneous sheet. However in further isotherm cycles,

the angle of motion deviates significantly from the compression axis at

the larger trough areas. The data was smoothed with a running average

algorithm with a window size of 3 cm2. Inset: The standard deviation of

the angles in the main figure. Angles are blocked into bins every 1.5 cm2

and the standard deviation of these angles is calculated.

Fig. 9 (color online). Top: The velocity of surface actin material in the

direction parallel to compression. Bottom: The acceleration of the same

actin film. The dotted red line indicates a threshold of 500 mm above

which a jerk is counted.
the mean angle versus compression for the initial and subsequent

cycles. Two features of the absolute value of the angle are

immediately clear. Firstly, the mean angle at all compressions

remains small during the initial compression cycle (black stars).

This is consistent with our assumption that the original film

deforms as a homogeneous continuum elastic solid. Secondly, in

the steady-state system large angular deviations from uniform

compression are observed at large areas and these deviations are

dramatically reduced at areas where the softening of the modulus

also ends. Smaller angular deviations remain observable down to

45 cm2. The inset to the same figure shows that the standard

deviation of these angular deviations is also abruptly reduced

around areas of 60 cm2 where the compression softening of the

material ends.

This observation supports our contention that the steady-state

film in the compression softening regime (region C) is composed

of elastic domains of network that are presumably denser than

the original homogeneous network due to bundle formation. In

the most expanded network, these elastic domains are weakly

connected so that upon the imposition of compressive stress

there are significant large scale rearrangements of the elastic

domains and consequently a softening of the dilatation modulus.

Once the elastic domains are sufficiently jammed, the film

compresses further as an essentially homogeneous elastic film.

Region B. Upon entering the regime where the modulus

increases with decreasing area, we observe that the compressive

displacement becomes rather uniform on the macroscopic scale
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
(region B2)—see the above discussion. Near the local maximum

in the modulus, at areas of 50 cm2, new complex dynamics appear

at the scale of individual beads. These new dynamics continue

through the second regime (B1) in which the modulus again

softens with decreasing area. Moreover, we believe that these

novel dynamics provide important insight into the underlying

cause of this nonlinear compression softening of the modulus.

Given the increased magnification necessary to image individual

bead displacements, it remains difficult to continuously image

a given tracer bead over the entire compression cycle or even over

an area range (B1), we report displacement data averaged over

the various beads that passed through the field of view during

this range of compressions.

Upon entering the area regime characterized by the softening

of the modulus (region B1) we observed in our particle imagine

velocimetry that there appeared to be large and apparently

random changes in the local bead velocities. A typical trace of the

velocity component along the compression direction of a bead in

the film is shown in the upper panel of Fig. 9. It is clear that the

single particle velocity generically increases with increasing

compression, but also that the velocity trace develops a signifi-

cant stochastic component as well. The onset of the noisy part of

the velocity signal is rather abrupt, occurring at an area of

60 cm2. The lower panel of the same figure displays the same data

reported in terms of the acceleration of the particle during the

compression. The dashed (red) line represents an arbitrary

acceleration cut-off (500 mm s�2) meant to isolate rare high

acceleration excursions of the particle. Incidences of accelera-

tions exceeding this threshold will be referred to as jerks.

Reasonable changes in the threshold do not alter our discus-

sion of the phenomenon. Setting a lower threshold increases the

density of jerks in a given velocity trace, but not the qualitative

feature of their abrupt increase near the trough area at which we

observe the softening of the modulus. The effect of a large

increase in the threshold reduces the number of jerks to a statis-

tically insignificant level.

Fig. 10 shows a histogram of the frequency of the occurrence

of jerks for a set of six isotherm cycles in one experimental
Soft Matter, 2011, 7, 7851–7859 | 7857



Fig. 10 The surface of actin was found to jerk suddenly in compressions

and expansions. A threshold value of 500 mm s�2 for the acceleration of

the layer was set and all instances of greater accelerations were binned to

a histogram. The blue columns represent jerks on compression and red

columns the jerks on expansion. This shows that during compression, the

probability of a jerk occurring is greatest between 40 cm2 and 50 cm2,

while the peak is shifted left and narrowed upon expansion. The peak in

the jerks on compression interestingly correspond to the peak of the

surface dilational modulus in Fig. 4.
system. For any threshold for which we can still identify the

jerks, the area at which the probability of a jerk reaches

a maximum corresponds well to the local maximum in the plot of

the surface dilatational modulus. There were at least a third more

jerks per area at the maximum of their frequency (50 to 30 cm2)

than in the higher density 30 to 20 cm2 region. The frequency of

jerks at densities below the density range corresponding to the

maximum in the jerk density was even lower. Jerks were also seen

in the expansion phase of the loading cycle, with a peak in their

probability between 30 and 40 cm2—see the red bars in Fig. 10.

It is not currently known if the intervals between consecutive

jerks are random or if these events are temporally correlated.

Spatial or temporal jerk correlations, if they exist, could only be

observed by following a particular set of tracers over the course

of the compression cycle. Such measurements are not currently

possible. The jerks, however, can be clearly seen when inspecting

videos of the isothermal cycles.

These jerks are apparently discrete events corresponding to

some rapid structural change in the network under compression.

Macroscopic jerks in a Langmuir trough have previously been

found to occur in collapsing Langmuir monolayers.54 We do not

believe that the observed jerks represent this sort of monolayer

collapse. During monolayer collapse, the measure surface pres-

sure is generally constant or decreasing as material leaves the

surface. In this case, the surface pressure continues to increase.

Therefore, based on previous work on the nonlinear mechanics

of partially aligned semiflexible networks44 we propose that the

observed jerks correspond to buckling events in the filament

network under compression. It is well known that long thin

filaments such as F-actin or other biopolymer filaments49 cannot

support large compressive loads, but rather buckle.55 The theo-

retical study of buckling in partially aligned networks by Missel
7858 | Soft Matter, 2011, 7, 7851–7859
et al. suggested that a type of cooperative Euler buckling occurs

in cross-linked semiflexible networks under compressive loads.

Regions with particularly long filament segments between

consecutive cross-links and aligned along the compression

direction buckle first. This buckling event then induces further

buckling in neighboring filaments. These cooperatively buckled

zones may generate large enough displacements to be directly

observable in the tracer particle velocimetry. The buckling

hypothesis naturally allows for the rapid, discrete motions (jerks)

observed and can account for the nonlinear softening of the

modulus. These motions are again consistent with buckling.

Region A. In region A, at the highest network densities, we see

a suppression of the jerking phenomenon discussed above and

a return to the expected behavior of the nonlinear modulus, i.e.

the dilatational modulus once again increases with decreasing

area. We suspect that in this regime buckling become sterically

hindering by filament packing. This is consistent with observa-

tions on expansion, where slight hysteresis in the onset of jerks is

observed. Presumably, the close packed network must stretch

a finite amount beyond where buckling ends to induce the

reversible unbuckling of the system.

Even though we reach relatively high pressures, we do not

observe any evidence for the collapse of the system in this regime

for the areas and surface pressures we study. One possibility is

the nature of the monolayer. Though it is well established that

the system is surface active, it is also known that the actin

monolayer does extend into the water. The specific thickness in

our experiment is not quantified, but other work with neutron

reflectivity experiments shows it to be on the order of 10 nm.56

Under these conditions, it is not necessarily expected for the actin

film to exhibit traditional monolayer collapse.
4 Conclusions

Using a combination of mechanical measurements and particle-

based velocimetry, we have investigated the compressional

mechanics of cross-linked semiflexible networks constructed from

the most ubiquitous cytoskeletal protein, actin, in a thin film

geometry. These Langmuir trough experiments strongly confine

the self-assembled F-actin network to the air/water interface,

effectively creating a two dimensional solid surface whose

displacement field could be directly visualized during the

compression. Our investigation broadly addressed two points.

First we observed the mechanical evolution of the network from

the original network as spread on the surface to a steady-state

network obtained after repeated cycles of compression and

expansion. We found that the steady-state network generally has

a lower area pressure and higher elastic modulus than the initial

network. It is also less spatially uniform. We attribute all of these

effects to irreversible actin filament bundling induced by the initial

cycles of compression. This picture is supported by previously

observed macroscopic surface properties measured by others.4,6

Examining the mechanics of the steady-state network under

compression, we find that at high areas (low surface densities) our

mechanical and kinematic data are best understood in terms of

considering the surface to be decorated by a set of higher density

(bundled networks) stiffer patches of cross-linked F-actin that are

themselves only weakly coupled to each other. Upon compression
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011



these patches then collide, rearrange, and eventually jam on the

surface to create a more spatially uniform elastic solid comprised of

a system spanning filament network. This network initially stiffens

under compression.At sufficientlyhigh compressive loads, however,

the network’s modulus softens and its local displacement field

becomes spatially and temporally heterogeneous. These heteroge-

neities can be understood in terms of discrete and rapid jerks of the

network, which along with the softening of the collective compres-

sion response of the system, we interpret in terms of the appearance

of Euler buckling in the semiflexible network. Finally, at even higher

compressive loads, the buckling is suppressed, perhaps sterically by

filament packing. This leads to a rapid increase in stiffness.

Further experiments are necessary both to directly characterize

themicrostructure of the network in each compression range and to

better track individual tracers throughout the compression cycle.

The former measurements will provide direct tests of the inferences

we have made regarding bundling in the network. The latter will

allowus to trackover the entire compression cycle regionsassociated

with buckling. Such tracking will allow us to further explore the

buckling hypothesis. For example, one should expect that regions

which jerk (i.e. buckle) under compression should reversibly relax to

their pre-jerked configuration under expansion, which allows the

buckled filaments to straighten. Nevertheless, the measurements

reported here make progress towards developing a more complete

picture of the complex dynamics and mechanics associated with the

large scale deformation of semiflexible networks under compressive

loads. Suchworkwill informfuture studiesof cellularmechanics and

test fundamental theories of the physics of semiflexible networks.
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